
. . . Two months into my 
current abstinence, I had 
another depressive episode. 
No longer using food as a 
means of dodging my emo-
tions meant I had to live with 
them. This time, though, I 
could make choices. First, 
the Serenity Prayer had 
shown me that, if indeed 
my mood was outside my 
control, I was only frustrat-
ing myself if I tried to fight it. 
What I could control was my 
behavior in reaction to it. I 
could extend my depression 
indefinitely by eating over it, 
or I could ride it out. This was 
the beginning of true wis-
dom for me. Second, I could 
remember that nothing in 
life lasts forever, that “this 
too will pass.” The old hope-
less belief that I would feel 
this way forever was part of 
the illness and was in direct 

opposition to experience.
That was five months ago. 

A depression that might have 
lasted for months was over 
in less than two weeks. Since 
then I’ve had occasions 
when my energy was low 
and my sleep disturbed, 
but I haven’t experienced 
that crushing hopelessness 
characteristic of my old 
depressions.

— Lifeline, September 1983 
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Inspiration
I am so grateful to OA 
for helping me find the 
courage and strength 
to overcome adversity 

in my life. 
      — Lifeline,              
      July 1991

Want to read more?  
Suscribe to e-Lifeline! 
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A Call To Service
J.B. from Wyoming USA, says, “Sitting back and being spectators 

will not bring growth, except perhaps the horizontal variety. We often 
say we’re too busy or we’re afraid, but many will find, as I did, that 

it’s time to give up these excuses . . . Service helps take off the 
blinders and relieves us of self-obsession.” 

How will you serve this week?

Overeaters Anonymous 
www.oa.org

Already a subscriber? Pass 
Lifeline Weekly on to OA friends 

and encourage them to subscribe! 

      

Conquering Depression

Have your 
Seventh-Tradition 

World Service Office 
(WSO) contributions 

automatically charged  
to your credit card  

every month.
 Call the WSO at  
505-891-2664 for 

information.
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COMING UP in the 
December Lifeline,

accepting imperfection
and moving on

http://www.oa.org/elifeline/member.php
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